
FastTrap
The one-piece shower trap / waterproofi ng fl ange

Perfect for wetrooms on timber or in solid fl oors. 
Polished, foot-friendly, stainless steel grating
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British Ceramic Tile set
to unveil fashion-forward
collection at kbb
British Ceramic Tile will be
returning to kbb at the May
Design Series this year,
unveiling a tile collection
like no other. A fashion-
forward collection of wall
and floor tiles, this new
designer collaboration is set
to remain under wraps until
it’s launched on the first
day of the show. 

Alongside this will be a
selection of new and
existing collections,
together with the
company’s designer
collaborations. The tile
displays in different room
settings will include
Function & Form Hex, Conran, HD
Slate, Feature Floors and Impact glass.

British Ceramic Tile will be offering
10% off all stock orders taken at the
show for new customers who
complete an account application on
the day and existing customers
ordering new product lines.  In
addition, any retailer interested in
installing British Ceramic Tile’s HD

collection in a fixed kitchen or
bathroom display will receive 50%
discount off the trade price, along
with free fitting. 

Visit the team on stand E200.
For further information, please call

us or visit our website.

u 01626 831391
uwww.britishceramictile.com

3D interactive with Virtual
Worlds at Logicom
Virtual Worlds is at the forefront of
3D interactive CAD technology for
the KBB sector. It will be
demonstrating its market leading
CAD software, Virtual Worlds
Professional 5.9. Visitors can see for
themselves how simple it is to create
initial designs, learn all about the
latest App technology, Web Viewer
and advanced functionality, including
sophisticated lighting effects and
time-saving, automated short-cuts. 

The company will also be taking a
look into the future and showcasing

prototypes of revolutionary new 3D
technology, which could become an
integral part of the KBB showroom
of tomorrow. Virtual Worlds invites
visitors to trial new interactive
technology and provide feedback to
help shape the next generation of
CAD.

For further information, see details
below.

u Stand D220
u 01908 663848
uwww.virtualworlds.co.uk

Offering the perfect paintable
cupboard door solution, The Cupboard
Door Company launches impermeable
doors perfect for kitchens and
bathrooms manufactured from
Tricoya® which comes with a 50 year
guarantee on the core material.

Manufacturing quality MDF doors to
order, The Cupboard Door Company
specialises in one-piece construction of
handcrafted raised and fielded panel
doors and drawer fronts, Shaker
framed doors and inset frame systems. 

Through substantial investment in
CNC technology and clever adaptation

of manufacturing techniques, even
traditional five-piece doors and in-
frame doors (complete with frame) are
made from one solid piece of MDF, in
any size up to 2420 x 1200 mm.

If your customer’s kitchen is in a
painted style, you can be sure every
door will be perfectly square for a
perfect fit every time and there will be
no movement or cracking of the
finished door.

u 01323 899944
uwww.cupboarddoor.co.uk

Cupboard Doors – Perfect
for Painting from CDC

Stylish contemporary kitchen featuring in-set beaded frame
with traditional shaker door, The Cupboard Door Company
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